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Extended natural structures of the bat environment such as trees, meadows, and water surfaces

were ensonified in distances from 1 to 20 m and the echoes recorded using a mobile ultrasonic sonar

system. By compensating the atmospheric attenuation, the attenuation of the reflected echo caused

by diffraction, energy absorption of the target, and two-way-geometric spreading was calculated for

each distance. For each target type the attenuation of the compensated echo sound pressure level

was fitted over distance using a linear function which yields simple laws of reflection loss and geo-

metric spreading. By adding to this function again variable atmospheric attenuation, the overall

attenuation of a signal reflected from these targets can be estimated for various conditions. Given

the dynamic range of a sonar system, the acoustic maximum detection distance can thus be esti-

mated. The results show that the maximum range is dominantly limited by atmospheric attenuation.

Energy loss in the reflecting surface is more variable than geometric spreading loss and accounts

for most of the differences between the ensonified targets. Depending on atmospheric conditions,

echolocation frequency, and the dynamic range of the sonar system, the maximum range for

extended backgrounds such as a forest edge can be as short as 2.4 m.
VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4733537]

PACS number(s): 43.80.Cs, 43.80.Ev, 43.80.Jz, 43.80.Ka [JAS] Pages: 1765–1775

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Ecological relevance

During evolution the echolocation systems of bats have

been adapted to habitat specific echolocation tasks. These

tasks depend on where bats navigate in space and search

for, find, and acquire food. Comparative studies reveal that

the distance to vegetation and ground and the proximity of

prey to background targets are relevant ecological con-

straints on the design of echolocation systems (Aldridge

and Rautenbach, 1987; Neuweiler, 1990; Fenton et al.,
1995; Schnitzler and Kalko, 2001; Schnitzler et al., 2003;

Denzinger and Schnitzler, 2004). If we want to understand

how these constraints have shaped the echolocation behav-

ior of bats we should know over which distances bats can

detect small prey and also large extended background tar-

gets such as rocks, trees, meadows, or water surfaces. In

this publication we concentrate on echoes from large

targets.

The estimation of maximum detection distances for

such targets plays an important role in the discussion of

whether the echolocation behavior of bats depends on the

detection distance for prey and background targets

(Holderied and von Helversen, 2003; Holderied et al., 2006;

Jung et al., 2007; Ratcliffe et al., 2011). Some assume that

bats keep the pulse intervals long enough, that all back-

ground echoes are back before the next call is emitted.

Others discuss whether bats alternate between different call

types to prevent ambiguities produced by late echoes from a

previous call. For this discussion it is necessary to know the

maximal ranges over which bats can perceive echoes from

background targets.

Bat echolocation is a sensory system which cannot

work over long distances comparable to our visual system.

High atmospheric attenuation in the ultrasonic frequency

range and two-way geometric spreading loss cause rela-

tively low echo intensities returning to the bat (Griffin,

1971; Lawrence and Simmons, 1982; Hartley, 1989). The

atmospheric loss at given environmental conditions and

sound frequencies over the distance can be approximated

according to ISO 9613-1 (ISO, 1993). There exist models

and measurements for the reflection properties of simple

solid targets (Kinsler and Frey, 1962; Morse and Ingard,

1986). Using such models, the theoretical maximum detec-

tion distance of simple reflectors can be estimated (Griffin,

1971). However, many of the structures of the bat environ-

ment are far from being simple solid targets. Until now no

good models or measurements over a distance range exist

for the reflection intensities of complex natural targets in

the bat environment consisting of many statistically distrib-

uted reflectors. Because of this lack, only very rough esti-

mates of the bats’ maximum detection range for these

targets exist.

This research intends to clarify over which distances

echolocation enables bats to detect large targets of their nat-

ural environment, to quantify echo attenuation of these

objects over distance, and to provide a method for the esti-

mation of individual detection ranges depending on dynamic

range and frequency of the sonar system, atmospheric condi-

tions, and target type.
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B. Theoretical background

The echo to the signal of a sonar system is attenuated by

atmospheric and geometric components (Fig. 1).

Atmospheric attenuation is caused by internal friction of

the air. At a given frequency and atmospheric condition, a

constant proportion of the sound energy is absorbed per trav-

eling distance. Through this, the sound pressure level (SPL) in

decibels linearly decreases over distance. Atmospheric attenu-

ation depends on sound frequency, temperature, humidity,

and pressure. It can be approximately calculated using ISO

9613-1 (ISO, 1993) (Fig. 2). Since attenuation extremely in-

creases with frequency, the acoustic situation in the ultrasonic

range is quite different from our audible frequency range in

that acoustic energy is damped out by atmospheric attenuation

already at comparatively short distances.

While a propagating wave is permeating an increasing

surface, its power is being dispersed, which accounts for

geometric attenuation or spreading loss. The intensity leav-

ing a point source is distributed (in the far field) over the sur-

face of a growing sphere whose surface increases according

to A � d2. This also applies in the far field of a wave emitted

by a small directional, anisotropical source (Kinsler and

Frey, 1962). Thus, in the emitted spherical wave, the SPL

declines by 20 dB per tenfold increase in distance in each

direction.

At the boundary of an object in the sound field, part of

the emitted energy is scattered and then again subject to

spreading loss. The reflected amount of energy and the ge-

ometry of intensity distribution within the scattered sound

field is affected by geometries of source and reflector and

their size relation to wavelength.

If the incoming wave is reflected at an acoustic mirror,

the surface of the reflected wavefront keeps growing at the

same rate resulting in an overall spreading loss of 20 dB per

tenfold increase in distance.

If the wave is reflected at a small reflector, the incoming

intensity at the reflector decreases with distance at �20 dB

per tenfold increase in distance, and causes another spherical

wave to be emitted with a certain reflected sound power

which is once more spread, resulting in an overall two way

spreading loss of 40 dB per tenfold increase in distance.

Since a literal point reflector has no area and thus reflects no

energy, we consider small reflectors where spherical spread-

ing of sound power can be assumed. Spherical spreading can

be assumed in the sound field reflected by an object where:

(a) the distance from the object is much larger than maxi-

mum object diameter (d � D), which ensures that all

reflected elementary waves spread at the same geometric

rate, (b) the distance from the object is much larger than the

wavelength (d � k), where phase relations within the

spreading wave are constant, and (c) the Fraunhofer condi-

tion (d � D2=k) is satisfied, which certifies that phase shifts

of all reflected superposing elementary waves stay constant

during further propagation. The scattered sound field of such

a small reflector still does not have to be homogeneous or

omnidirectional, but the scattered intensity decreases in each

direction by 20 dB per tenfold increase in distance.

The limited size of a small reflector scatters only a part

of the sound power of the primary wave. The amount can be

quantified by a target strength (TS) which specifies the ratio

of sound intensity of the reflected wave in a reference dis-

tance (e.g., re 1 m) to the sound intensity inciding at the

object. A TS of �40 dB indicates that the reflected sound

wave in 1 m distance of the target is 40 dB weaker than the

sound wave inciding at the target.

For a constant target shape and fixed ratio of reflector

size to wavelength k, the reflected sound power is propor-

tional to the area covered by the target in the sound field

(Kinsler and Frey, 1962; Skolnik, 2001).

The proportion of the reflected sound power and thus

TS also depends on the ratio of wavelength k to reflector

size. In the Rayleigh region, where the reflector size is much

smaller than wavelength (Rayleigh, 1896), most energy is

diffracted around the target. The intensity reflected by a

small sphere decreases with wavelength according to

I � 1=k4. In the geometric region, where the reflector size

is much larger than wavelength (Skolnik, 2001), the sound

FIG. 1. Atmospheric and geometric components of attenuation for a return-

ing echo. Echo attenuation consists of an atmospheric attenuation compo-

nent and a geometric spreading loss. The two diagrams illustrate their

contribution over distance between reflector and sonar system and differ

only in the scaling of the distance axis (linear vs logarithmic). Echo attenua-

tion and spreading loss refer to the source level given for a reference dis-

tance of 1 m from the point source. The solid lines depict atmospheric

attenuations of 0.5 and 2 dB/m. The dashed lines depict the loss by geomet-

ric spreading for reflection at an acoustic mirror and a point reflector with

TS of �40 dB. The dashed-dotted lines exemplify the sum of different

atmospheric attenuations and the geometric spreading by the acoustic

mirror.

FIG. 2. Atmospheric attenuation in air at temperatures of 8 �C, 16 �C,

24 �C, and 32 �C at sea level. Each diagram shows different humidity levels

along the horizontal axis for call frequencies of 10–200 kHz (20 frequency

lines in 10 kHz steps) the atmospheric attenuation in dB per meter at

101 325 Pa (calculated according to ISO 9613-1).
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power of the inciding wave which permeates the cross-

section area of the target is reflected independent of wave-

length. However, the distribution of sound intensity in the

reflected field (e.g., back to the sonar system) can range

from omnidirectional to very jagged or directional depend-

ing on reflector geometry, orientation, and size ratio to

wavelength. In the resonance region, where the reflector size

is in the order of wavelength (Skolnik, 2001), the reflected

power of a sphere oscillates with increasing wavelength in

the range of the power of the sound field permeating the area

of the target.

A solid sphere of 4 cm diameter, for example, has in the

geometric region (k� 4p cm) a TS of �40 dB (Kinsler and

Frey, 1962), in the resonance region (k � 4p cm) approxi-

mately �40 dB, and in the Rayleigh region (k� 4p cm) the

TS is strongly decreasing with wavelength.

In the process of reflection, energy can also be transmit-

ted through, or be absorbed by, the target. The loss depends

on reflector rigidity and acoustic densities of the involved

media. If sound energy is transmitted through a vibrating or

porous reflector, or absorbed by its material, only a reduced

proportion of the inciding energy is scattered back to the so-

nar system (Kinsler and Frey, 1962). For the receiving sonar

system it is not important as to whether a reflector absorbs

energy or scatters it away.

Atmospheric attenuation increases linearly with reflector

distance, and geometric spreading reduces echo level per

tenfold increase in distance by 20 dB for the acoustic mirror

and by 40 dB for the point reflector (Fig. 1). For targets

whose size and geometry is intermediate between an infinite

plane and a small reflector, spreading loss would be expected

to be between those extremes. If only a small fraction of

energy is reflected, the echo level is shifted downward by a

constant offset. For point reflector, the offset corresponds to

its TS (e.g., �40 dB). Similarly, if only a small part of the

incoming energy would be reflected and most of the energy

absorbed by a mirror-shaped reflector, the echo’s geometri-

cal attenuation line would be shifted downward. A loss of

99% of the energy would result in a 20 dB weaker reflection

and downward shift. The sum of atmospheric attenuation

and geometric spreading loss (including the vertical offset)

results in the overall echo attenuation, while at short distan-

ces the echo attenuation is mainly determined by the geo-

metric spreading loss (inclination of geometric spreading

line), or energy absorption of the target or TS (its vertical

offset), at large distances atmospheric attenuation is clearly

overtaking.

C. Our approach

In our research we recorded the echoes produced by

complex targets with an artificial sonar system and measured

the echo attenuation in different distances under known

atmospheric conditions. The atmospheric part of attenuation

was calculated and compensated in the gathered data. The

remaining attenuation caused by geometric spreading, scat-

tering, and energy absorption of the reflector were altogether

treated as a generalized geometric attenuation (GGA). The

GGA-function over distance is dependent on the reflection

properties of the target and also wavelength, but not on

atmospheric conditions.

Because of high atmospheric attenuation and reduced

sensitivity of our artificial sonar system at high frequencies,

the dependence of the GGA on frequency was calculated at

short distance echoes for each target. Subsequently the GGA

was studied over all distances for a wideband sweep with its

spectral peak at 50 kHz.

For the calculated GGAs of a target over distance,

the parameters C1 and C2 of the function DLðdÞ ¼ C1

þC2 � log10ðd=drefÞ as a simple GGA model were

extracted by linear regression. This regression function

models reflection loss and spreading geometries of the echo

evoked from a small sonar sound source. DL describes the

SPL loss of the returning echo (at the receiver) relative to

the emitted signal (measured in 1 m reference distance in

front of the emitter) over the distance d of the sonar system

to the target. dref is the reference distance (1 m), where the

reference SPL of the source was measured.

C2 quantifies the loss due to energy spreading on the

way forth and back, which depends on the geometry of the

reflected wave, which is affected by the size and geometry

of the target. A large flat plane would yield C2 ¼ �20 dB

caused by the spherical propagation from the sound source,

which is just mirrored by the reflector. For a point reflector

C2 ¼ �40 dB, which is the sum of two times �20 dB geo-

metrical attenuation of the spherical waves initiating from

the sound source and again from the small target. For both

reflectors, spreading loss increases linearly over the loga-

rithm of distance (Fig. 1, right). For long tubular structures,

C2 � �30 dB would be expected.

C1 accounts for the fraction of energy reflected. This is

determined by target size and sound absorption or transmis-

sion of the reflector. A perfect acoustic mirror would yield

C1 ¼ �6 dB, because the reflected spherical wave has to

travel twice the reference distance dref when d ¼ dref and

lose 6 dB by geometric spreading on the way back, therefore

is 6 dB weaker than the reference SPL of the sound source.

If 99% of the incoming energy is absorbed by this plane, C1

would decrease by the loss of 20 dB. If the target can be

approximated as a point reflector, C1 represents and equals

its TS (re 1 m). A solid sphere of 4 cm diameter has, for

small wavelengths, approximately a TS of TS ¼ �40 dB re

1 m (equivalent to TS ¼ �20 dB re 10 cm).

In our model, simple reflectors would be represented by

GGA-functions DLðdÞ ¼ C1 þ C2 � log10ðd=drefÞ.
C1 C2

Small reflector TS �40

Mirror �6 �20

Lossy plane �6 � loss[dB] �20

Using the resulting GGA functions, it is possible to add

again the atmospheric attenuation of given conditions and

thus estimate the overall attenuation in arbitrary environ-

ments. Moreover it is possible to estimate the overall attenu-

ation in distances to the targets, which could not directly be

measured because of the limited dynamic range of the tech-

nical sonar system used. By comparing the dynamic range of
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a bat’s sonar system between sound emission level and audi-

tory threshold with the overall attenuation of the echoes in

different distances, it is possible to estimate also the maxi-

mum detection range of the ensonified backgrounds under

arbitrary conditions.

The overall attenuation and maximum detection range

of planes and small reflectors can be constructed using

Figs. 2 and 3. Atmospheric attenuation depending on fre-

quency and atmospheric conditions can be read from

Fig. 2. Atmospheric attenuations from 0–10 dB/m are

added to the GGA functions in Fig. 3. A sonar system

with a source level of 100 dB SPL in 1 m distance and an

auditory threshold of 20 dB SPL has a dynamic range of

80 dB. To read its maximum detection range of a small

reflector with TS¼�40 dB the additional TS loss can be

subtracted from the dynamic range of 80 dB. This leaves

40 dB of further attenuation. This is met for the �1 dB/m

atmospheric attenuation line at approximately 5 m. For

detecting the non-lossy (C1 ¼ �6 dB) acoustic mirror by

the same sonar system and atmospheric conditions, the

dynamic range of 80 dB will be used up by attenuation at

a maximum detection distance of approximately 24 m. If a

mirror-shaped structure reflects only 1% of the incoming

energy (�20 dB further loss), the range is limited to

approximately 15 m.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data acquisition

1. Examined targets

Four vertical and two horizontal background targets

were ensonified using a mobile sonar system. The vertical

background targets were large pear trees, a leafy forest edge,

a telegraph pole of 0.3 m diameter, and a large concrete wall.

The horizontal background types were a meadow and the

nonturbulent water surface of a slowly flowing river.

2. Sonar system

The mobile sonar system consisted of a sonar head with

a loudspeaker flanked by two microphones, a mobile GNU-

Linux-PC with one one-channel D/A-card, and one two-

channel A/D-card which were connected to the amplifiers of

the sonar head and a portable power supply.

As transducers of the loudspeakers and microphones

Polaroid 600 (4 cm diameter) were used. The microphones

were mounted 6 cm (axis to axis) aside the loudspeaker in

parallel orientation. All electronic circuits and amplifiers of

the sonar head were designed and built in the electronic

laboratory of the Department of Animal Physiology, Uni-

versity of Tübingen. The system had a bandwidth of

20–150 kHz. The maximum intensity of 112 dB [SPL root-

mean-square (rms)] in 1 m distance was reached at 50 kHz;

the wideband noise of the recording system was approxi-

mately 25 dB (SPL rms) with peaks at 35 dB (SPL). The

main beam intensity of the transducers at 50 kHz dropped

30 dB at 15� off axis.

The GNU-Linux-PC was equipped with a Gage Compu-

gen 1100 1MB D/A-card for signal generation and a 2-

channel Gage Compuscope 512 PCI 1MB A/D-card for data

acquisition. Custom-written ensonification software gener-

ated arbitrary signals, and converted them at a sampling rate

of 10 MHz in the D/A-card for reproduction by the sonar

head. The incoming signal was digitized at a sampling rate

of 1 MHz and stored on the hard disk for analysis. Vertical

resolution was 12 bits each way.

The portable power supply was fed by a large 12 V bat-

tery. Voltage was converted for providing the mobile PC and

the amplifiers with power and the transducers with 200 V

polarization voltage.

As ensonification signal a linear sweep was used, fall-

ing within 4 ms linear from 140 to 25 kHz and reaching in

1 m distance a peak of 112 dB (SPL rms) at 50 kHz.

The sonar head was mounted in 3 m height on a length-

ened tripod for ensonification of the vertical targets. For

ensonification of the horizontal targets it was lowered, hang-

ing vertically on a crane-like structure from a bridge crossing

a river and a meadow.

3. Ensonification

The sonar system was positioned in 10 equally spaced

distances of 2–20 m to the vertical backgrounds and in 10

equally spaced heights of 1–10 m above the horizontal

backgrounds. The distance was defined as the closest

distance to the most dense area in the target surface. The

sonar head was always oriented frontally toward the targets.

For the vertical backgrounds the sonar head was lifted in a

height of 3 m to avoid ground reflections, and for the hori-

zontal backgrounds the sonar head was vertically lowered

from a bridge.

For each recording situation (same target and distance)

50 two-channel echoes of different sonar head positions

were recorded. For comparison of the overall geometric

attenuation of the echoes with the simple law of the one-way

geometric spreading of sound emerging from a small source

and as a calibration measurement, loudspeaker and micro-

phones were separated and the emitted sweep was directly

recorded in 12 equally spaced distances from 1 to 12 m of

the loudspeaker in a noise-attenuated sound chamber. For

FIG. 3. Theoretical attenuation of echoes from simple targets. The diagrams

show the theoretical overall echo attenuation after reflection at a small

reflector and an acoustic mirror for different atmospheric attenuations. Left:

Small reflector. The object’s individual TS has to be added as a vertical off-

set. A TS of �40 dB (re 1 m) would cause an additional constant attenuation

(or line downward shift) of 40 dB. Right: Acoustic mirror.
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noise measurements, under all conditions described above,

the background noise was additionally recorded with the

same recording system settings without ensonification signal

output. For obtaining the emitted reference signal, the emit-

ted signal was recorded in 1 m distance in front of the loud-

speaker with a microphone of the sonar head. During all

recordings, temperature and humidity were measured for

individual compensation of the atmospheric attenuation.

B. Data analysis

All data analysis was done in MATLAB on a GNU-Linux

system.

1. Preprocessing and analysis window

To avoid the effects of frequencies outside the sonar

systems range, all acquired data was initially bandpass fil-

tered with an elliptic fourth order bandpass filter of

10–300 kHz. For easier and continuous amplitude analysis

all signals were thereafter converted into analytic signals by

Hilbert transformation.

For each recording distance a time window was defined

which corresponded to an echo generation distance of any

signal part from 1 m before to 5 m within the vertical targets

and from 0.5 m before to 2.5 m within the horizontal targets.

For the direct recording calibration the time window corre-

sponded to 0.5 m before to 2.5 m divided by sound speed

behind the signal expectation time. Of each echo recording

only the content of this time window was used for analysis.

2. Spectral effect of scattering

In echoes recorded in farther distances, the high fre-

quency content of the echoes was subsequently superimposed

by noise, which prevented spectral analysis in large distances.

The critical frequency and distance range depended on the

target.

For each echo recording in 2 m distance (vertical tar-

gets) or 1 m (horizontal targets and calibration) the power

spectral density (PSD) over the selected time window with a

resolution of 4 kHz was estimated and compared to the PSD

estimate over a time window of the same length of the corre-

sponding noise recording. From this, the coherent frequency

range in which all echo recordings of a target type exceeded

noise recordings by at least 3 dB was selected. The obtained

PSDs were spectrally compensated for atmospheric attenua-

tion over the corresponding range at atmospheric conditions.

Of the resulting compensated spectra the spectrum of the ref-

erence sweep was subtracted in decibel domain. The result-

ing function resembles the difference of reflected and

inciding spectrum at the target with atmospheric attenuation

eliminated, which can be interpreted as the spectral filter at

reflection or target color.

In order to quantify the spectral filtering effect of scat-

tering, for each target type a linear regression over the

selected frequency range was calculated of all obtained dif-

ference spectra averaged. A negative inclination of the linear

regression function indicates a stronger loss in high frequen-

cies. As a measure of the regression quality, for each target

type the rms error of the residuals of the individual differ-

ence PSDs to the linear regression model was calculated.

3. Overall echo attenuation

For all echo recording samples of each target and dis-

tance, the energy contained in the previously defined analy-

sis window was extracted as well as the peak amplitude

within this window. The values of all echoes of the same sit-

uation (target and distance) were averaged.

The same parameters were calculated for this situation’s

noise recording. Only those distances were further analyzed

in which the mean of the energy and respective peak param-

eters was at least 3 dB higher than those of this situation’s

noise recording.

Of the obtained echo energy and peak parameters, the

average energy or peak parameter of the corresponding noise

recordings was subtracted. This compensation of noise con-

tribution allows an extrapolation of the attenuation function

in decibel domain in distances, in which the parameter

exceeds only slightly the noise parameters. Otherwise, after

logarithmizing the values to dB-scale, the logarithmized

echo attenuation functions over distance would, where only

slightly above noise, become asymptotical to the noise line

in these cases and useless for interpolation. The direct cali-

bration recordings were processed analogously.

4. Generalized geometric attenuation (GGA)

The emitted reference sweep was exactly cut out of the

reference recording based on the cross correlation with the

digital signal. Then it was first algorithmically compensated

for atmospheric attenuation in the reference recording

distance by multiplying it based on its known linear time-

frequency-structure with a function inverting the atmospheric

attenuation of each frequency at the reference recording situa-

tion. Afterwards it was again algorithmically attenuated by

multiplying its known linear time-frequency-structure by

functions simulating atmospheric attenuations of all recording

distances and atmospheric conditions of the echo recordings.

The resulting sweeps were embedded in windows of zeros of

the same length as the echo analysis windows. Energy and

peak contained in these windows were extracted. The ratios of

the corresponding parameters of the echo recordings to the pa-

rameters of the simulated atmospherically attenuated sweep

were calculated. The resulting ratio was logarithmized and

converted into decibels. By this procedure, the atmospheric

part of echo attenuation was compensated. The remaining

attenuation of echo parameters is caused by geometric spread-

ing, scattering, and energy absorption, which is treated as a

GGA.

The resulting attenuations in decibels over logarithm of

distance were averaged for each target type and used for lin-

ear regressions of the parameters C1 and C2 in the function

DLðdÞ ¼ C1 þ C2 � log10ðd=drefÞ.

5. Range of bat echolocation

With the resulting GGA regression functions, the overall

attenuation caused by scattering, absorption, and geometric
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spreading for arbitrary distances can be interpolated. By add-

ing again the atmospheric attenuation of arbitrary atmos-

pheric conditions and sound frequencies, the overall

attenuation can be calculated. For a known frequency and a

known dynamic range of a bat’s sonar system between sound

emission level (in reference distance) and auditory threshold,

this overall attenuation function can be used to calculate

over which distances the examined backgrounds will return

an audible echo of the emitted signal to the bat.

III. RESULTS

A. Spectral effect of scattering

In the frequency range of 20–120 kHz the PSDs of all

echoes of all backgrounds were well above noise in the short-

est recording distance. The inclinations of the linear regression

functions of the difference spectra between the attenuation-

compensated reflected spectra and the emitted spectrum in this

range were between þ0:03 and �0.14 dB/kHz. The rms error

of the regression functions to the individual difference spectra

over the range of 20–120 kHz was 4.2 dB for the forest and

maximal 2.6 dB for all other backgrounds (Table I).

The result indicates that the targets filter the reflected

spectrum to a certain extent. The natural targets absorb or

scatter some of the higher frequencies.

B. Overall echo attenuation

In the vertical targets the peaks of the echo are well

above noise level up to distances from 10 m (tree, forest

edge) to 20 m (wall, Fig. 4, left). In the horizontal targets,

the echo peaks were not buried in noise up to the maximum

distance recorded of 10 m (Fig. 5, left).

Already at the shortest distances, the echo peaks of leafy

targets start far below the signal peak, which indicates that a

large part of the incoming intensity has not been reflected

back in the direction of the sonar head.

C. GGA

Corresponding to the overall attenuations, the GGA of

the leafy targets exhibit high losses compared to the signal

level already at shortest distances. The intensity then

decreases in most cases approximately linear over loga-

rithm of distance with a moderate inclination of approxi-

mately �20 dB per tenfold increase in distance (Figs. 4 and

5, right).

The direct propagation recording of the emitted sweep

was processed analogously. The resulting GGA-function

also shows an approximately linear decay over logarithm of

distance with an constant inclination of approximately

�20 dB per tenfold increase in distance (Fig. 6).

Diagrams showing echo energy decay over distance

instead of echo peak decay look very similar in shape,

though the distance to noise is slightly lower and their pa-

rameters approximate the noise line at shorter distances.

D. Interpolated GGA functions

Using the data of echo attenuation caused by spreading

and reflection over the distance of a linear regression of

GGA functions for the energy and peak parameters (in deci-

bels) resulted in the function parameters shown in Table II.

Table II also shows the attenuation function for the con-

trol calibration measurement of simple spherical wave prop-

agation. For comparison, the last three lines of Table II show

theoretical values for simple spherical wave propagation and

for reflection at an acoustical mirror and a point reflector

with the TS.

The different backgrounds exhibit remarkable differen-

ces in the vertical offset (C1) of the peak attenuation func-

tions (1 m reflector distance) varying in vertical backgrounds

from �33.3 dB (forest) to �6.8 dB (wall) and in horizontal

backgrounds from �20.1 dB (meadow) to �4.4 dB (water).

The functions’ inclinations (C2) vary much less, all lying in

TABLE I. Linear regression of target spectral filtering 20–120 kHz.

Target Inclination [dB/kHz] rms / [dB]

Forest �0.13 4.2

Tree �0.14 2.6

Pole þ0.03 1.7

Wall �0.08 2.1

Water �0.04 2.5

Meadow �0.11 2.5

FIG. 4. Echo attenuation and GGA of the vertical targets. Left: Mean echo

peak relative to the emitted signal peak level (in 1 m distance) over target

distance. The lower horizontal line denotes the noise peak level of noise

recordings. Right: Mean echo peak GGA obtained by compensation of

atmospheric attenuation. In 	-marked points the noise contribution to the

signals energy has been compensated while þ-marked points are not cor-

rected for noise contribution. The solid lines indicate the GGA interpolation.

The lower dashed-dotted lines display the noise floor as the GGA that would

be extracted from the noise recording.

FIG. 5. Echo attenuation and GGA of the horizontal targets.
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the range of �20.5 dB to �12.3 dB per tenfold increase in

distance for the peak parameter. Surprisingly, most inclina-

tions are shallower than the inclination which would be

expected for a mirror-like reflector.

E. Estimation of maximum echolocation range

By adding variable atmospheric attenuations to the peak

GGA regression functions, for the ensonified backgrounds

the overall echo attenuations at arbitrary atmospheric condi-

tions and distances can be calculated (Figs. 7 and 8). For

comparison, the corresponding diagrams for a point reflector

and an acoustic mirror are provided (Fig. 3). Using these dia-

grams, it is possible to estimate the overall echo attenuation

over distance for variable atmospheric attenuations. The

atmospheric attenuations can be estimated according to the

atmospheric conditions (Fig. 2). Through this, it can also be

estimated over which distance the echoes to a signal of a cer-

tain source level will return above and below auditory

threshold. The actual maximum echolocation range depends

for each target on the parameters temperature, humidity, call

frequency, and dynamic range of the sonar system.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Spectral effect of scattering

The linear regressions of the difference spectra

between attenuation-compensated reflected spectra and the

emitted spectrum exhibit a slight, in most cases, negative

inclination. An inclination of approximately �0.1 dB/kHz

implies that, relative to the emitted spectrum, echo levels

are during reflection at 80 kHz by approximately 3 dB are

more attenuated than at 50 kHz, where the energy of the

ensonification sweep was centered. There seems to be a

tendency of spectral low pass filtering during the reflection,

especially at the leafy targets. Compared to the dynamic

range of sonar systems and of approximately 100 dB, the

filtering impact does not constitute a very significant part of

the maximal overall echo attenuation. Therefore, and for

FIG. 6. Spherical propagation attenuation and GGA of the control measure-

ments. Left: Mean peak level relative to the emitted signal peak level (in

1 m distance) over target distance. Right: Mean peak GGA.

TABLE II. GGA functions.

DLðdÞ ¼ C1þC2 � log10ðd=drefÞ

Peak Energy

Parameter [dB] C1 C2 C1 C2]

Vertical backgrounds

Forest �33.3 �12.3 �34.6 �6.5

Tree �25.0 �20.5 �27.4 �14.3

Pole �19.6 �17.3 �21.5 �17.1

Wall �6.8 �14.3 �8.0 �13.7

Horizontal backgrounds

Water �4.4 �17.9 �5.0 �18.3

Meadow �20.1 �14.6 �23.2 �13.4

Calibration

Propagation 0.5 �17.7 �0.8 �16.9

Theoretical targets

Propagation 0 �20 0 �20

Mirror �6 �20 �6 �20

Point reflector TS �40 TS �40

FIG. 7. Extrapolated attenuation for vertical targets. The diagrams show the

extrapolated overall echo attenuation over target distance according to the

GGA model DL ¼ C1 þ C2 � log10ðd=drefÞ and different atmospheric

attenuations. Compared to the acoustical mirror (Fig. 3, right) the vertical

offset of the cohort of attenuation lines is very conspicuous. This is due to

the loss of energy in the depths of these targets compared to the acoustical

mirror. A sonar system of 80 dB dynamic range at an atmospheric attenua-

tion of 1 dB/m would achieve in both cases a maximum detection range of

approximately 15 m. Left: Forest edge. Right: Large tree.

FIG. 8. Extrapolated attenuation for the horizontal targets. Left: Water sur-

face. The water surface resembles very closely an acoustical mirror (Fig. 3).

Right: Meadow. The meadow resembles a lossy acoustical mirror. The incli-

nation of the geometrical attenuation model function is nearly the same as

the inclination of the function modeling the water surface reflection, just the

vertical offset is 15 dB lower (see also Fig. 5) which is caused by energy

loss in the reflecting surface. The example sonar system defined in Fig. 7

would have a maximum detection range of 24 m for the water surface and

20 m for the meadow.
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keeping the estimation simple, the estimations of echo

attenuations presented below do not account for spectral fil-

tering during reflection.

If the estimation of echo overall attenuation should also

consider the spectral filtering of the reflection, this could still

be done by adding the targets’ spectral filtering difference

(which can be calculated from Table I) of the actual fre-

quency to the center frequency of 50 kHz of the ensonifica-

tion sweep.

The moderate rms-errors of the linear regressions to the

actual difference spectra indicate that the linear regression is

a reasonable approximation for the spectral filtering from

where no substantial deviation in relation to the dynamic

range of the sonar system must be expected.

B. The linear model for GGA

The data presented in this paper is pragmatically aimed

at estimation of distances, over which bats can perceive ech-

oes of extended targets in their natural environment under

variable conditions.

The linear regression GGA-function DL ¼ C1

þC2 � log10ðd=drefÞ for approximation of the echo attenua-

tion by geometric spreading, scattering, and energy absorp-

tion has been chosen because this simple function correctly

models the attenuation caused by a variety of simple reflec-

tor geometries in a limited distance range.

However, for an adequate description over a wide dis-

tance range, the reflector model and the linear approximation

function have to be adapted. A reflector with a geometry of a

very large sphere acts in extreme proximity rather like a

plane mirror-like reflector, though in extreme distances, any

reflector of limited size becomes a small reflector. One sim-

ple linear model cannot correctly describe this transition for

all distances. The situation for an extended reflector com-

posed of many small surfaces over a reflection depth is even

more complicated. Under this aspect, the linear modeling

function cannot be regarded as a physical rule which can

generally describe the reflection properties for any given dis-

tance, but rather as a simple linear approximation which

gives a usable reflection description for a limited distance

range. The compensated data shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6

(right parts) suggest that a linear approximation is sufficient

for regression in the recorded range.

No exact physical model which explains the complex

reflection properties for the ensonified extended targets is

given in this work. The offset C1 generally quantifies the

proportion of the inciding energy, which is reflected back to-

ward the sonar system. For a target with sparse surface den-

sity, small reflection area, adverse surface orientations or

damping consistence, this proportion will be low. For small

targets causing a spherical reflected wave, this offset indi-

cates the TS. The inclination C2 describes the geometry of

energy spreading at reflection, taking also into account the

spherical energy spreading of the emitted signal. For flat

surfaces, C2 would be �20 dB, for small reflectors causing

another spherical wave, C2 would be �40 dB, for convex

mirrors focusing the inciding energy back to the emitter, C2

could also be higher than �20 dB.

C. GGA-functions of the examined targets

For the large plane reflectors meadow and water, we

expected a mirror-like behavior (C2 � �20 dB). The water

surface parameters approximately resemble an acoustical mir-

ror with a somewhat smaller intensity decay C2 over distance.

The meadow parameters roughly resemble a lossy acoustical

mirror with a significantly smaller intensity decay over dis-

tance. In both cases, the smaller decay could be correlated to

the not completely smooth surface which could have some

cat-eye-like focusing effect, which would be stronger in the

meadow with a surface composed of countless leaves of grass.

The tree and the forest exhibit a large negative offset

C1, indicating a small proportion of energy reflected back

and a large energy loss in the depth of vegetation.

The low intensity decay C2 per tenfold increase in

distance of the targets of �12.3 to �20.5 dB for echo

peaks is intuitively surprising. The singular low value of

C2 ¼ �6:5 dB for the energy parameter at the forest edge is

probably caused by the singularly short distance in which

the parameter in this setting exceeded noise, which allowed

CGA interpolation only over three distances. For an infinite

flat surface �20 dB would be expected, and for a target of

limited size, this figure would be rather more negative. How-

ever, the distances over which most echoes could be

recorded were less than the overall target size. In this range,

the limited target size could not have a prominent impact on

the echo decay over distance to cause a more point-reflector-

like behavior. Conversely, for the leafy targets, the small

reflectors were distributed over a reflection depth behind the

target’s surface. Because of this, the echoes were generated

on average in a larger distance than the defined distance to

the target’s surface. This additional reflection depth behind

the target’s surface is relatively large for small target distan-

ces but becomes relatively small for large target distances.

Through this, the echoes recorded at small distances are pro-

duced in (variable) over proportional increased distances and

are thus over proportionally more geometrically attenuated.

Thus the echo decay function interpolated over target dis-

tance (defined by surface distance) becomes rather less steep.

Another possible explanation for low intensity decay over

distance from the leafed targets is the composition of many

small flat reflectors which could statistically often form

angular cat-eye-like structures which preferably reflect the

inciding sound back to the source, rather than scattering it

homogeneously away in all directions. This could give those

targets a rather flat-reflector-like or even focusing acoustic

behavior. The wall also did not have a smooth surface, but

an irregular rough surface with protrusions of approximately

3 cm, which could have produced similar effects.

The inclination of the tubular pole’s echo attenuation is

surprising low. Petrites et al. (2009) ensonified long chains

used within an experimental setup and compared their echo

decrease over the target range with echoes of small targets

such as spheres and mealworms. They also found a remark-

ably low decrease of chain echo strength in the range from

20 to 140 cm.

Griffin and Buchler (1978) examined the reflections of

large natural horizontal surfaces such as grass and bushes in
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the frequency range of 1–6 kHz. Assuming mirror-like spread-

ing, reflection loss was defined as the excess loss compared to

the expected reflection by a perfect mirror, from which return-

ing echoes would be 6 dB weaker than the intensity inciding

at the mirror (C1 ¼ �6 dB). The measured reflection losses

increased with frequency and reached at 6 kHz 13.0 dB (grass)

to 16.8 dB (bushes). This corresponds to C1 of �19 dB to

�22.8 dB. If we assume some further increase with frequency,

these losses are similar to our results.

D. Estimation of maximum echolocation range

Bat species use a wide range of frequencies for echolo-

cation. The atmospheric conditions under which they echolo-

cate in their diverse habitats span an extremely wide range

of temperature and humidity. Ecological constraints and

environmental conditions force compromises in the design

of echolocation systems (Griffin, 1971). The distance to prey

and to background targets such as vegetation and ground are

relevant ecological constraints (Aldridge and Rautenbach,

1987; Neuweiler, 1990; Fenton et al., 1995; Schnitzler and

Kalko, 2001; Schnitzler et al., 2003; Denzinger and Schnit-

zler, 2004). Only if we know over which distances bats can

detect small prey such as flying insects and also large

extended background targets such as buildings, rocks, forest

edges, trees, meadows, or water surfaces, can we test the

hypotheses of how the constraint target distance has shaped

the echolocation systems of bats during evolution.

The echolocation range is limited to distances over

which the returning echoes to the emitted signal after spread-

ing, scattering, absorption, and atmospheric attenuation

exceeded the auditory detection thresholds. The maximum

distance of this range is reached when the echo level equals

the detection threshold.

In decibel domain, source level can be called SL and

detection threshold can be called DT. Echo attenuation rela-

tive to SL (including full 2-way-transmission loss) can be

called EA. Thus, the maximum detection range condition

from above can be put as DT ¼ SL� EA. If we define the

dynamic range (DR) of a sonar system as DR ¼ SL � DT,

the condition is DR � EA ¼ 0. For estimating the maxi-

mum detection distance of a sonar system, one therefore

needs to know the system’s DR defined by SL and DT and

the EA as a function of target distance.

There have been many attempts to estimate maximum

detection distances [e.g., Holderied and von Helversen

(2003); Jung et al. (2007); Ratcliffe et al. 2011] by using the

sonar equation (Urick, 1983; Mohl, 1988). However, the so-

nar equation as used by Urick (1983) and Mohl (1988)

DT ¼ SL� 2TL1 þTS, where 2TL1 denotes two times the

one-way-transmission loss TL1, cannot be applied on the

general case including large targets because the equation is

based on a TS and implies spherical spreading of emitted

wave and of the reflection and a two-way-geometric spread-

ing loss of 40 dB per tenfold increase in distance. This is

generally not the case (i.e., in the proximity of large targets),

but only valid for the special case of small targets with

point-reflector-like behavior. Generally the concept of just

doubling the one-way-transmission loss for obtaining the

two-way-transmission loss is not applicable if the geometry

of the reflected wave differs from the spherical geometry of

the emitted wave.

The EA (including two-way-transmission loss) can be

separated in EAA caused by atmospheric attenuation and EAG

caused by spreading, scattering, and absorption. EA ¼
EAAþEAG and thus at maximum detection distance

DR � EAA � EAG ¼ 0.

The atmospheric attenuation is reasonably understood

and thus EAA can be approximately calculated for given

atmospheric conditions and distances according to ISO

9613-1 (ISO, 1993).

The attenuation caused by spreading, scattering, and

absorption (EAG) has been measured in this research for var-

ious backgrounds and linearly modeled as the GGA-function

over distance: �EAG � DL ¼ C1 þ C2 � log10ðd=drefÞ with

the parameters C1 and C2. This function includes the special

case of small point reflectors for C2 ¼ �40 and C1 ¼ TS.

Since the targets generally return no perfect copy of the

emitted signal, the attenuations of different signal properties

can be examined. While different parameters such as echo

energy within a time window, or outputs of a matched filter

could also be considered, this research focuses on the echoes

peak amplitude because this parameter in relation to auditory

threshold implies the clearest physiological restriction to

detection. If the echo peaks return below auditory threshold,

the auditory system will not be able to perceive, and no later

mechanism such as matched filters will be able to detect the

echo. Conversely, if the echo would only be buried in noise,

matched filters could help to detect its presence. Other param-

eters such as echo energy contained in a time window showed

a similar behavior over distance like the echo peak, but echo

energy tends to be buried in noise over shorter distances.

The measurement of the SL of echolocation signals is

only possible if the directional sonar beam of the bat points to

the measuring microphone and if the directional microphone

points to the bat. Additionally, distance between the bat and

microphone and air temperature and humidity have to be

known so that the amount of atmospheric attenuation can be

calculated. Only a few measurements in the field fulfill all

these conditions. Surlykke and Kalko (2008) investigated

tropical edge and open space foragers and found SLs (related

to a distance of 10 cm from the bats mouth) of 122–134 dB.

Holderied and von Helversen (2003) report for European edge

and open space foragers SLs (related to a distance of 10 cm

from the bats mouth) a rather similar range of 121–131 dB.

The reported SL values are 20 dB lower if a standardized SL

definition distance of 1 m from the sound source is used.

The DT of flying bats while performing a specific echolo-

cation task is difficult to measure. Only if TS in the experi-

ment, DR, and the SL of the used signals are known is it

possible to estimate the DT. In earlier studies with flying bats

(summarized in Schnitzler and Henson, 1980), Griffin (1958)

estimated a DT of 17 dB for Eptesicus fuscus, detecting a

spherical object at a distance of 2 m and Griffin et al. (1960)

determined a DT of 15–30 dB in Myotis lucifugus catching

fruit flies. In bats avoiding obstacles, a DT of 23–28 dB was

calculated for Myotis lucifugus (Griffin, 1958), of 25–34 dB

for Rhinolophus ferrumequinum (Sokolov, 1972), and of
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9.2–21.6 dB in Myotis oxygnathus (Ayrapetyants and Kon-

stantinov, 1974). Most of the estimated DTs were in the range

between 15 and 30 dB. In psychophysical experiments with

stationary bats the estimated DTs ranged between 0 and 59 dB

SPL at detection distances between 0.12 and 5.1 m (summar-

ized in Moss and Schnitzler, 1995). High DTs above 30 dB

may result from the middle ear reflex which is effective at

short target distances and also from masking clutter in a nar-

row experiment chamber. The lowest DT of 0 dB was deter-

mined by Kick (1982) for well-trained Eptesicus fuscus when

detecting a single real target which was offered at a distance

of 5.1 m far from a clutter producing background. From all

these experiments we conclude that the DTs of bats flying

under natural conditions may be somewhere around 20 dB,

and that it is unlikely that bats have a DT of 0 dB as assumed

in some publications (e.g., Holderied and von Helversen,

2003). Under the assumption that the DTs of free flying bats

are at approximately 20 dB (see above) and that the SLs

(related to 1 m) of edge and open space bats range between

101 and 111 dB (according to Holderied and von Helversen,

2003), we can estimate the DRs of the echolocation system of

bats. These DRs range between 81 db in smaller edge space for-

agers with lower SLs and higher frequencies and 91 dB in larger

open space foragers with higher SLs and lower frequencies.

Knowing the DR and the frequency of a sonar system

and the atmospheric conditions, we can use our data (C1 and

C2) to estimate the overall attenuation of the echo over dis-

tance and the sonar systems DR and thus the maximum

detection distance.

Maximum detection ranges can be estimated based on

this research as exemplified in the following: A bat produc-

ing 120 dB at a certain frequency in 10 cm distance in front

of the mouth yields a source level of 100 dB in 1 m distance

of the sonar system. If the call frequency used is 35 kHz and

the auditory threshold is 20 dB for this frequency, the bats

dynamic range spans 80 dB for this frequency. If the ambient

temperature is 16 �C and the relative humidity is 80%, the

call frequency of 35 kHz is atmospherically attenuated at a

rate of 1 dB/m (Fig. 2). Under these conditions, the echo of a

tree or forest edge would be farther attenuated than the sys-

tems dynamic range of 80 dB at distances greater than 15 m,

meaning that the echo will return below the auditory thresh-

old of the bat (Fig. 7). If a large insect with TS of �40 dB re

1 m (corresponding to a TS of �20 dB re 10 cm) should be

detected under the same conditions, the maximum detection

distance would be approximately 5 m (Fig. 3). With higher

frequencies or at less favorable atmospheric conditions, these

distances can be even shorter, while if the sonar system’s

dynamic range was wider, the range could be considerably

extended.

Detection ranges can also be easily estimated using a

free webcalculator (Stilz, 2012), which is a computer imple-

mentation of the method developed in this paper. Arbitrary

parameters of the target GGA, of the bat echolocation sys-

tem, and of environmental conditions can be specified as

defined in this paper, or CGA-parameter-combinations of

examined targets can be chosen.

A comparison of three European bats species with dif-

ferent SLs and signal frequencies reveals that the different

signal parameters result in rather big differences in detection

distances. For this comparison we use Nyctalus lasiopterus,

a typical open space forager with a low signal frequency of

18 kHz and a high SL around 111 dB, and Pipistrellus kuhli,
a bat which forages in open and in edge space and emits sig-

nals with a medium SL around 106 dB and a medium fre-

quency of 39 kHz, and Pipistrellus pygmaeus which forages

closer to edges and emits signals with a low SL around

101 dB and a high frequency around 55 kHz. We used our

data to determine the maximal detection distance for a large,

medium, and small sized insect with TS of �40, �50, and

�65 dB (Houston et al., 2004; Holderied and von Helversen,

2003). We also determined the maximal detection distances

for different backgrounds: Mirror, forest, tree, water, and

meadow. To demonstrate the effect of SL we determined in

each species not only the maximal detection distances for its

own DR but also for the DRs of the other species (Table III).

The data demonstrate that the acoustic world of bats shrinks

strongly with increasing signal frequency, decreasing SL,

and with TS in small targets such as prey insects. For

instance, the maximal detection distance for a forest edge is

at 47.7 m in Nyctalus lasiopterus and only at 9.3 m in Pipis-
trellus pygmaeus. Even if we assume that PM would operate

with the same dynamic range as NL, the maximum detection

distance would only be slightly higher at 11.6 m. A NL for-

aging for large insects has a maximal range of 9.3 m whereas

PM reaches only 1.7 m when foraging for small insects. The

strong effect of frequency combined with SL reduction, high

humidity, and high temperature gets even more evident

when we compare the maximum detection distances of Euro-

pean bats with those of neotropical phyllostomatid bats. If

we assume for the phyllostomatid bats a reasonable SL of

80 dB (Brinklov et al., 2009), a DT of 20 dB, a humidity of

100%, a temperature of 28 �C, and frequencies around 80

and 100 kHz we find that the echolocation ranges are again

distinctly shorter than in the European bats. For example, the

detection ranges for a forest edge are reduced to 3.2 m at

80 kHz and 2.4 m at 100 kHz (Table III).

TABLE III. Estimated target detection ranges [m] based on GGA functions.

f¼ frequency [kHz], DR ¼ dynamic range [dB], F ¼ forest, T ¼ tree,

W ¼ water surface, M ¼ meadow. Bold rows: Nyctalus lasiopterus, Pipis-

trellus kuhli, Pipistrellus pygmaeus (20 �C and 60% humidity) and two phyl-

lostomid bats (28 �C and 100% humidity).

f DR Point reflector Mirror F T W M

TS/C1 �40.0 �50.0 �65.0 �6.0 �33.0 �25.0 �4.4 �20.1

C2 �40.0 �40.0 �40.0 �20.0 �12.3 �20.5 �17.9 �14.6

18 91 11.3 7.5 3.7 62.7 47.7 41.8 68.6 57.7

18 86 9.2 6.0 2.9 57.3 42.2 36.9 63.1 52.1

18 81 7.5 4.7 2.2 52.0 36.7 32.1 57.6 46.7

39 91 6.8 5.0 2.9 22.6 16.7 16.1 24.1 20.2

39 86 5.9 4.2 2.3 20.9 15.0 14.5 22.4 18.5

39 81 5.0 3.5 1.8 19.2 13.3 12.9 20.7 16.8

55 91 5.5 4.1 2.5 15.8 11.6 11.5 16.8 14.0

55 86 4.8 3.5 2.1 14.7 10.5 10.4 15.6 12.9

55 81 4.1 3.0 1.7 13.6 9.3 9.3 14.5 11.7

80 60 1.6 1.1 0.6 6.0 3.2 3.6 6.4 4.7

100 60 1.4 1.0 0.5 4.5 2.4 2.8 4.7 3.5
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The examined backgrounds differed mainly in the verti-

cal offset of their GGA-function, which accounts for the part

of energy reflected back by the target and had a range of

�33.3 dB to �4.4 dB at 1 m. The slope of the function for

the different targets was much more confined to a range of

�12.3 to �20.5 dB per tenfold increase in distance. Accord-

ing to this, the reflection properties of the different ensoni-

fied targets are more characterized by the energy lost or

reflected in the surface than by further energy spreading in

the distances recorded.

Atmospheric attenuation is increasing at a constant rate

per meter, while geometric attenuation is increasing logarith-

mically over distance. Thus, the increase of geometric attenu-

ation becomes very low at high distances and eventually

atmospheric attenuation will overtake geometric attenuation

(Fig. 1). While the geometric attenuation of the echoes for a

specific target between 2 and 20 m target distance is changing

by only approximately 20 dB, atmospheric attenuation for the

full sound traveling distance of 40 m may vary for different

call frequencies and atmospheric conditions from approxi-

mately 5 dB to more than 200 dB (Fig. 2). Thus, atmospheric

attenuation, determined by the combination of call frequency

and atmospheric conditions, is dominantly limiting the dis-

tance over which audible echoes can be reflected by extended

targets to an echolocating bat.

Frequency is the bat’s most dominant parameter for the

reduction of detection distance. In general, low signal fre-

quency indicates long range and high frequency short range

echolocation. Additionally, low frequency bats often forage

in open space and have higher SLs which also increases the

detection ranges, whereas high frequency bats operate closer

to vegetation and have lower SLs which reduces the detec-

tion distances. Bats with very high frequencies and very low

SLs often live in the tropics where humidity and temperature

are very high. These are additional effects which decrease

the detection ranges.
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